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LINE WIDTH OF NONORIENTED POLYCRYSTALLINE HEXAGONAL FERRITES WITH

LARGE MAGNETIC ANISOTROPY FIELDS

Isidore Bady

Gilbert McCall

DA Task No. 3A99-15-006-02

Abstract

Theoretical calculations are made or the linewidth of nonoriented, polvcrystalline, hexacon
ferrites with larize magnetic anisotropy fields, including both uniaxial and planar ferrites. The
motivation for this work arises from ain attempt to rind an explanation as to why oriented
pcolvcrystalline uniaxial ferrites have been found to have, in general, much wider linewid~th than
that of planar ferrites.

The nonoriented ferrites are considered to be composed of crystallites whose C axes are
randormly orientedý over all possible solid anggles. For a given bias ing field. the solid anzle
is calcullateci '%itlnin \% hich the C --xis of P, crystallite trust lie in orner that its- resonant freiuienev

Uil ,ife fro tetsfrnnc yahoen amiount. All crystallites, within this angle are
presumned to abscrbc energy enuallyv, all other crystallites are presumed not to absorb any energy.
The loss term oý susceptibility is proportional to I- , and a linewidth can be calculated. it
is shown th-at -he iinewidth of a nonoriented uniaxial ferrite- is considerably wider than the line-

wthof a nonoriented, planar ferrite. Since ir-tporfect orientation is a major contributor to the
line'%N ici- ft of orierted `.exazorial ferrite it isz ýetn tliat imperfect orientation will affect the
link,\% ct o" urixi ^ errites- far -.-ore, than.tt of phlanar ferrites. This is supporte- býy test czata

shwth-; renorienite,; pli.-ar ferrites cair. have a I inewkidth considerablu narrower than the,
raro'~es ~:e ~ i:: ~tt~i n:withý oriented u-ia,-xi a ferrites.

V. S. *\1WY FLECTRIONICS HtSEAFPC'H %NT) DF\ ~I C).'T-,NT I \BONA TOPRi

FORjT VIONYOUT11. Nll'ý JE11,5EY '
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LINEWIDTH OF NONORIENTED POLYCRYSTALIInE HMGNAL FERRITES
WITH LARGE MAGNETIC ANISOTROPY FIELDS

INTRODUCTION

Data on the line•idth of oriented, polycrystalline, hexagonal ferrites
with large magnetic anisotropy fielcs have shown that uniaxial ferrit~s
(easy direction of magnetization along the C axis) have a considerably larger
linewidth than that of planar ferritos (easy plane of magnetization perpen-
dicular to the C axis). For example, in work performed at Philipsion uni-
axial barium and strontium ferrites of magnetoplumbite structure with alu-
minum or titanium-cobalt substitutions, the linewidth varied over a range of
1600 to 3300 oersteds for materials with anisotropies ranging from 7000 to
52,000 oersteds. There'was no strong c rrelation between linewidth and an-
isotropy field. In work done at Sperry on uniaxial nickel-W compounds with
cobalt substitutions, linewidth ranged from 2200-3000 oes for materials with
anisotropies ranging from 7000 to 12,800 oersteds. On the other hand, in
work performe• by RCA on planar ferrites, a linewidth as low as 110 oersteds
was obtained, and a large number of compounds had a linewidtha less than 500
oersteds.

It is very unlikely that the large linewidth of polycrystalline uniaxial
ferrites is due to the crystal-lite's linewidth. Though relatively little work
has been done on single crystals of hexagonal ferrites, a linewidth of 50
oersteds was achieved on a single crystal of barium ferrite5 and on a single
crystal of aluminum substituted strontium ferrite. 6 A lineiridth of 18
oersteds was obtained on a single crystal of planar ferrite Zn 2 Y.7 However,
there has been considerably more research done on single crystals of Zn2 Y
ferrites than on those of uniaxial ferrites to reduce linewidth.

A major contribution to the linewidth of oriented hexagonal ferrites,
both of uniaxial and planar types, was considered to be imperfect orien-
tation. It was therefore desi -ble to study the extreme case of imperfect
orientation, i.e., completely nonoriented materials, and compare the theo-
retically calculated linewidths of the uniaxial and planar ferrites for this
case.

MT'HOD OF CALCULATION

This section contains only a brief outline of the method used to calcu-
late the linewidth of the nonoriented uniaxial and planar ferrites. A de-
tailed procedure is included in the appendix.

The nonoriented ferrite was ass~imed to be comnosed of small, single-
domain crystallites whose C axes were randomly oriented over all possible
solid angles. It was further assumed that the crystal-lites did not interact
with each other. Demagnetizing factors were disregarded for the sake of
simplicity.
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Let us consider a resonant cavity containing the nonoriented ferrite.
A biasing field is applied in a direction perpendicular to the rf magnetic
field in the cavity. The resonant frequency of each crystallite will be
determined by its anisotropy field, the biasing field, and the angle t' its
C axis nmakes with the biasing field. At one particular angle 4!/. for a
given biasing field, the resonant frequency of the crystallite will be exact-
ly the same as the test frequency and have the maxia=nn interaction with the
cavity. As the angle of the C axis departs from y• , the resonant fre-
quency becomes imcreasingly different from the test frequency, and the inter-
action with the cavity decreases. We calculate the angles (ý$ and y'
between which a crystallite must lL1e in order that its resonant frequency
will differ from the test frequenc, by no more than a chosen anount. All
crystallites within this angle are presumed to absorb energy equally; all
other crystallites are presumed not to absorb energy. Let -FL be the solid
angle subtended between the cones defined by (j, and (tJ. . The loss
term of magnetic susceptibility is proportional to L , and therefore a plot
of J)- vs biasing field is a plot 6f the relative value of ' ", the loss
term of susceptibility, vs biasing field. The linewidth is readily deter-
mined from such a curve.

DISCUSSION

A plot of X' (relative) for a nonoriented uniaxial ferrite is shown
in Fig. 1, and plots for nonoriented planar ferrites are shown in Fig. 2.
The abscissa in both figures is the shifted biasing field Ho-Hr, where
Ho is the applied biasing field and Hr is the biasing field required for
ferromagnetic resonance for a crystallite whose easy direction is parallel to
the biasing field (for the uniaxial ferrite) or whose easy plane is parallel
to the biasing field (for the planar ferrite).

A comparison of Fig. 1 and 2 shows that the linewidth of the nonoriented
uniaxial ferrite is indeed very much larger than that of the planar ferrite.
The most suitable comparison is between curve I of Fig. 2 and the curve in
Fig. 1, since both have approximately the same value of anisotropy field and
the sane value of Hr. We note that the lýnewidth of the uniaxial ferrite is
,Itmost five times that of the planar ferrite.

The relatively narrow linewidth of nonoriented planar ferrites has been
conlfirmed experimentally. Sch.'6mann=8 has reported a linewidth of 500 oersteds
for a nonoriented zinc Y. Of six nonoriented planar ferrites measured here
three had linevidths of 1500 oersteds or less. It is interesting to find
tvLmt completely nonoriented planar ferrites can have a Iinewidth narrower
tIzaa thc narrowest line.,-idth that has up to now been obtained -with criented

D~r:; Jjp.~ tiaxi~al ferritue.

An understanding as to why the linevidth of nonoriented uniaxial ferrites
is so much greater than that of nonoriented p12na_- ferrites can be obtained
fIrm the follow-ing reasoning. The =agnitude of 2L and hence the magnitude
of the loss term of the susceptibility are nroportlnal to two factors.
Factor 1 is the magnitude of - yj factor 2 is the solid angle

2
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-r-Z. subtended between the cones defined by t4),i and 91._ + _ N/L

where is a small increase in q& .

Let us consider the variation of the two factors as a function of
biasing field. Factor 1 is maxim= when the biasing field is such that
crystallites that are at ferromagnetic resonance are those whose easy di-

rection of magnetization, or easy plane of magnetization (as applicable), is

parallel to the biasing field. This biasing field has previously been desig-

nated as Hr. Factor 1 decreases as the biasing field is increased byeond H_.

Thus, factor 1 is relatirely large when q) is close to 00 for the uniaxial

ferrites and close to 90 for the planar ferrites.

The solid angle subtended between the cones defined by rL and (%•

+ is proportional to sin WA . Thus, factor 2 is small for biasing

fields close to the Hr for uniaxial ferrites and increases as the biasing
field is increased beyond Hr. Irr the case of planar ferrites, factor 2 is
large for biasing fields close to Hr and decreases as the biasing field is
incrcased beyond Hr-

ThUs, in the case of:' uniaxial ferrites, as thc biasing field is in-
creased beyond H!r, factor 1 decreases and factor 2 increases. This tends to
reduce the derendence of J'-- on H- as the biasing field is increased beyond
Hr -, nd results in a relatively broad linewidth. in the case of the rlannr_
ferrites, hcwever, both. factors are large in the vicinity of H-, and both
decrease as the biasirn field is increased beyond H._ Thus, there is a rela-
tively, shar, ne.eaJ of -- fL in the vi-icinity of Hr, end this results in a rcla-

tivelv narrow -ILne-. i.h.

CO! :cLU-SIc:

Theoretica_! c"-!culaticns shcw that nonoriented uni%x.ial ferrites 1'-:e
a rmch. -wider l ' thhan that of nonrorented -_ ..nar ferrites. Thus, the

izr e..•tha ...... i a 02 occur w-hen processing oriented
. '-e' ... :'erritec ..-ill have a geazer effect on broacenL'ng

the ',t cf iai fcrriez c , t :ho- f 7'a-ninar ferrites. Tis e::-

S..a =uc-h cz-.-..j ... j.. -' -er.te- zz -. z... t-rrites. -n
".an': :-zer c-1 en:ce': - - = nonoret -a-- ferrites -were orearc-d which

........... r.hn t--_-.;-r e thn the narrowest !lnc:iectah achicv-
e ,: far - ,'c7'ZL)!!inC oriented uia-ii ferrizes.

-r.-•" /'l - 'C -' - w-I- q --- '-- <- -•/ • c a i . . . .. . . .

V, "_ foru -i'cz ;_.ca

... A...vailb..e C o
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APPENDDC: CAL~CULAT'ION OF TELflMWTfl OF NONORIXNTKD
BEXAGONAL FERflTS

In calculating the linevidth of nonoriented hexagonal ferrites., it
was assumed that the ferrite was composed of small, single-domain, crystal-
lites, whose C axes were randomly oriented over all possible solid angles.
It was further asstuied that the crystallites did not interact with each other.
Demagnetizing factors were disregarded for the sake of simpolicity.

RESON~AN~CE EQUAT'ION FOR CFYTALIJTIS

'Uniaxial Ferrites

In order to calculate the linewidth of nonoriented polycrystalline
ferrites, it is necessary to det~rminc the resonance equation for a single
crystallite. This will' first be done for a unizcxial ferrite.

The first St~ei is to determine the equiv.alent magnetic field due to the
anisotropy. L.et us consider the crystal-lite sho-wn in Fig. 3. The C axis is
oriented along the 7- direct~ion. TIhe equilibrium position for the magneti-
zation is narallel to the C axis. When the magnetizatiou is displaced from
its equilibrium posit ion by an angle 9,the enerEZ stored is shown in the
follovine euaut ion:

where the dirmonsions of EEand 1: aure enera, per unit voltre. K is called
the an'iSCtrC7y: con.'utaný.

-- ~l:~.e we -o'e~r iu2t vl.edue to the &_-Ii S t I~- C j cnn
:fEre:-&ia:cf'm :zn e -,', e eauaticn. This vieldc

7 ~rO 6+(2)

C 211C z~7:-o ne-e o~i, aK" v
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and the magnetic moment, the magnitude of the torque per unit volume due to
Heq is given by

Te H.0 Cr.,s2/Zý l

Equating Ta and Tq gives

The term 2K/Ms is generally designated as I the anisotroy field.
From :o. ( w), -e note that 11a is equal to -ea for =all ,alues o-

Pro= Fig. 3w e note that cos 9 is the ratio of the 7Z coa--)o•nent of =0.eti-
zaticn to the total racnetization, i.e., co.- L 9 /". Thus, we ca: w7rite

-. (L) ar.

/-/ ,[. - /# c•#'1• •(5)

1. bcar aboxe H dezisi.atez a vector o"untity and, the caret above the z,

a "uyt vector.

I u: " .c-ýC-•' t'ie rec racc eouac.:ion -:i•h static ezaain. fied
. . c • , " -C- c ec-u_-zior. o .zion .,

\ - (6)

A ~A

S•- -,.- .- (T
eA a
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Camitpa1 .ettern, re'nresc-nt dc components and -mmll letters rIf components.
E~randing the abc-;c equationi y-.`c-ds three equations:

((J

I'S
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Tne resonance equation can be obtained by setting the determinant of
Eq. (8) to zero, including only the rf terms, i.e.,

This yields

H- A (12)

We use the notation in Eq. (12) instead of LC to designate tha-
this is the frecuency at which resonance will occur for given values of
Ha, Hx, 11.

Planar Ferriter

in determining the eqL-_.alent field due to the anisotropy, Fig. 3 car
:Žt' u'eu. 'Yhe easy plane of =acC.etiziation will be ta:en as the YZ plane;
Une:, Lthe equilibrium position of the magnetization is in the YZ plane;

e., ( , .9 qcuation 1 apnlies to planar ferrites too. Ho,-oever, since
;,!e energ,° is at a rnimurn at 67 900, i: Js negative for planar ferrites.
-:-r-(.•ndŽg 0o -q. (2).- e have
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Let no-w pc-vtu~at e ran ejuivalernt =ag;eti c field He that wi21 exert
the 3a=c torcue. -Eý0 will cletzzly be oriented iii the Y-- ?3e , and the
=a~nituch' of t.11 torque due to Heo is given .by

Equating Ta wi Tc

H s or-iented alcnC the comrnoo.nent of n-a~etization :in the nZ nanne;
i e.,, alonz -,.:c c=n thereforc w-aze

H' /L
K (~6)

-. ~*tco-.'.:-nce equation ; -ih tat-ic biasing fL'ields

KA].
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Expand.ing the above equation yields

----- 4- H(18a)

___- > 2 < *H• 71÷ /1 • +

S13(18b)

S•J f =0. (18c)

Equating the dc terms in Eq. (18b) to zero yielas

3-( _ / ± /% BK

H (19)

TLh .bove ec atýon, toogether vith Eq.(1O), enables us to solve fo-

-. \ oad -K., , and so determine the static equilibrium position of the
BetIet 4ztL 

p
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The resonance equation can be determined by setting the determinant of
Eq. (18) to zero, including ornly the rf terms, i.e.,

O 4(20)

,> -- I (

This yielas

' - - - ( § f (21)

17e use oC, in Ea.(21) instead of (Cc for the sanme reason as given in
Qonnectio: :i-o h Eq. (12).

Unia:ial Ferritýes
C• ::s-jc.C sTher• ,a: ~~nc ~�- cx: ui•_x.al ferrite,- whose lincJiidth it

-, o .. r..... The biasing ield is am-lied along the Z' direction,
c i ___U along -he Y' direction. T•h-e biasing field H. is

u-a-i a -sonancc curve~.

S.... cin _ 2. a 1 r-zicuar cry-stallite whose C axis is oriented at an
. ,it -h ' anis, as zhc-,m in Fig. L. For the purpose of determiining

r: rt2-.'%n~, - .1--- of 'his cr-zstallite it -is necessary to e;:press the
1 , inc -C-=!.: .,:& S IXallel to or zeroendicuLar to the

a-."d TI- ,f Eas. (12)
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H-/== HoC- +,.

For a particular set of values of Ha, Ho, and L , there is only one
value of W at which exact resonance is obtained, i.e., where L½-- (u•L

e)actly. However, let us permit (> to vary a little on either side of the
value at which exact resonance is obtained, and determine the difference

E= L•'u:- /),/I• ý as a function of Y . This is plotted in Fig. 5
for a value of Ua = 8500 oerstcds,'and J'A5;V)r = 10,500 oersteds for several
values of Ho. From Fig. 5, we note that for a crý,stallite whose C axis is
aligned along the direction of the biasing field Y = D, the biasing
field required for resonance is 2000 oersteds.

We will now assume that if /5 / is less than some chosen value 6 ,
the crystallite will absorb energy, and so reduce the Q of the cavity.
Furthermore, we will make the sinnlifying assizn.rtion that all the crystal-
lites that are criented so that fIP < & absorb an eaual amount of ener~r.
Also, it is assumed that any crystallite that is oriented so that 1c/ >6
will not absorb any energ' from the cavity, and will not affect the cavit:" Q.
The choice of a value for E is somewhat arbitrary.. A value of 200 was
chosen for convenience in calculation.

For a particular value of Ho, let qI be the value of at which
6F =+ , and let 2 be the value of (; at which - = -E . For this

value of H0, the number of crystallites that will absorb energy is pro-
portional to the angle subtended between the cones defined by u and
i.e., to y)CLA-. (d q) . Thus, the absorrtion and hence tke loss
component of the susceptibili " are proportional to the above integral.
A •ot of the relative value of "is shmwn in Fig. 1. Trne abscissa in
'ig. 1 is the shifted biasing field Ho-Hr, where Hr is the field required for
rc•'neance for a crystallite oriented in such a way that its easy direction is
parallel to the biasing field. From Fig. 1, we see that the linewidth is
•pro'wZ~tel-,- 2303 oersteds.

Figure 1 was replot-ed with values of C taken as LOO and IDO oersteds.
In bcth cases, it -was found that the curve of relative absornTiion differed
very, little frcm the cur_.,e for 6 = 200 oersteds. Thus, in this case, the
in ... id-� w-a substantially independent of the choice of E"

if H a nd ' were all =-alt _Iied by a cocn factor, it is ap-
parc~it frcm E-6. ()a~ný (13) th~at c>.and ~'~would be unchanged, arida

a maee,:froz - . (12) that wXr would be mul!tiplied by, the scme
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factor. Hence, if we choose values of H, and of' 8500 A oersteds and
l0,500A oersteds, rwpectivelyp where A is some numerical factor, Fig. 5 will
apply, provided 6 and the values of He are each multiplied by A. Since,
as noted above, the shape of the curve of relative absorption is relatively
little affected by the value chosen for 6 , the linewidth will be pro-
portional to the factor A.

Planar Ferrites

Consider a sphere of nonorLented planar ferrite whose linewidth it is
desired to measure. The biasin.: field Ho is applied along the ZV axis, and
the rf magnetic field along the Y' axis. The biasing field is varied to
obtain a resonance curve.

Consider a particular cyrstallite whose C axis is oriented at an angle

) with respect to the Z' Lxis,,as shobmn in Fig. 4. For the purpose of
determining the resonance of this crystallite, it is necessary to express
the biasing field in terms of components parallel to or perpendicular to the
easy plane. These correspond, respectively, to Hz and Hx of Eq. (19) and (21).

?rrcm Fig. h, we note that

LI (23)x HC

We nc, proceed in the same manner as we did in the case of the uniaxial
ferrites. For a particular set of values of Ha, H0 , and L- , there is only

one value of ýp) at which exact resonance is obtained. However, let us
T••erzt 14 to v;ar a little on either side of the value at which exact reso-
nancc is obtainec., and determine the d1i4:'erence C (L-'i-u)4v1 as a
-u:c.ion o-1 ',' This _s -lotted c,-:1. 6 for a value of Ha = 9D00

oerc-,edL. "', I = CqO oersteds fzr a series of values of Ho. Sirilarl",
"I s-ID',:L: a , function of" V for Ha = 9000 oersteds and -"5I•

,'oerste 1. Pror. Fi. U and 7, we note that for a c -stailite oriented
,thlat its ea~s- rla-e is .arallel to the biasirig field ( .U = 900), the

-ic a::a , fie!U rocU-icL for resonance is 2210 oersteds in the case of Fig. 6
nod "C'' oersteds L-. the case of Fig. 7.

L: ahne case of the uniaxial ferrites, we will assiza that if
is less rh.an some c..ser. value 6 , the or-,,stallite will absorb

eor, Lý: d ,ýz reduce the,,? of the cavi<t.y, and that all such crysta-llites will
u~e'f.. energy. -Also any: c:-,stalite that is oriented so

"tn.< I ,) > w-'i,- be asssumed not to absc'b any enerE- from the cavity.
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Let us take & 200 oersteds, and define 4' 1 and Y 2 as in the

case of the uniaxial ferrites. The absorption and hence the loss component

of susceptibility ) " are proportional to

We note that an d Y' are interchanged in this case when compared to
the corresponding expressioi for uniaxial ferrites. Plots of the relative
absorption are given in Fig. 2. The abscissa in Fig. 2 is the shifted bias-
ing field H. - H. where Hr i . the field required for resonance for a crystal-
lite oriented so that its easy plane is parallel to the biasing field. As
noted above, Hr = 2210 and 9000 oersteds for the cases where LulG' = 5000
and 12,750 oersteds, respectively.

In the case of uniaxial feriites, it was noted that the linewidth was
relatively insensitive to the value of 6 . This is not so in the case of
planar ferrites. For example, for E = 200 oersteds, the line-vidth, as can
be seen from Fig. 2, is 600 oersteds. However, if 6 were chosen as 100
oersteds, the linewidth would be 400 oersteds.

As in the case of the uniaxial ferrites, Pig. 6 and 7 will also apply
for the case where He and IcA-/', are both multic;.ied by a factor A, provided
the values 5 and of Ho are also multiplied b,, A. Since the linewidth
varies with & , the linewidth will vary as An, where n lies between zero
and 1.
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FIG I PLOT OF X"(RELATIVE) VS SHIFTED BIASING
FIELD FOR A UNIAXIAL FERRITE WITH H =
8,500 OERSTEDS, /I" " 10,500 OERSTEDS,
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